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On disretizations of axisymmetri systems
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Auf der Morgenstelle 10, D-72076 Tübingen, Germany
∗
In this paper we disuss stability properties of various disretizations for axisymmetri systems
inluding the so alled artoon method whih was proposed by Alubierre, Brandt et.al. for the
simulation of suh systems on Cartesian grids. We show that within the ontext of the method of
lines suh disretizations tend to be unstable unless one takes are in the way individual singular
terms are treated. Examples are given for the linear axisymmetri wave equation in at spae.
I. INTRODUCTION
Axisymmetri systems are notorious for the diul-
ties they pose in numerial simulations when they are
expressed in oordinates adapted to the symmetry. The
problem is due to the singular nature of the oordinates
on the axis, i.e., the set of xed points for the symmetry
transformations or, equivalently, the set where the in-
nitesimal generator of the symmetry  the Killing ve-
tor  vanishes. Adapted oordinates, i.e., an angle φ
along the Killing vetor, a radius r measuring `distane'
from the axis and a third oordinate z, yield oordinates
(r, z) on the spae of orbits of the ation of the symme-
try group. The general theory of group ations [3, 4℄
yields the following fats. The orbit spae ontains two
types of orbits[12℄: the `regular orbit' is a irle around
the axis. It has maximal dimension (one) and the union
of all regular orbits is dense in the spae of orbits. The
other type of orbit is a xed point whih has dimension
zero. The set of xed points is a submanifold of odimen-
sion two, the `axis'. The drop in dimension of the orbits
shows up in the topology of the spae of orbits whih a-
quires a boundary orresponding to the axis points and
in a degeneray of the adapted oordinates: sine on the
axis (for xed z) all values of φ address the same point
the angular oordinate beomes irrelevant on the axis, so
that the oordinate system degenerates there.
Invariant tensor elds transform in a rigid way (Lie
transport) under the symmetry so that they are deter-
mined on an entire regular orbit one they are known
on one of its points. Therefore, in order to determine
the elds on the entire spae it is enough to determine
them on a hypersurfae whih is transversal to the or-
bits. Thus, the problem is redued to a problem in a
spae with lower dimension. For invariant tensor elds
at a xed point the invariane implies a transformation
law among the tensor omponents whih must be inter-
preted as a regularity ondition for the tensor eld on the
axis.
The advantage of using the adapted oordinates is, of
ourse, the manifestation of this redution. In these oor-
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dinates the omponents of the tensor elds do not depend
on the angular oordinate along the Killing vetor. Thus,
there are only two essential oordinates left over and the
problem redues in omplexity beause an axisymmetri
problem on some open 3-dimensional domain redues to
an equivalent 2D-problem on a domain with boundary.
The boundary onditions are obtained from regularity
onditions on the axis.
The disadvantage of using the adapted oordinates is
that the redued equations beome formally singular on
the axis. The regularity onditions on the axis guarantee
that the individual terms in the equation have in fat a
regular limit on the axis so there is not a real problem.
Yet, numerially, one has to evaluate terms whih are
formally 0/0 or∞−∞ whih does pose problems. Thus,
it seems that one has the hoie between a 3D system
with regular, suh as Cartesian, oordinates and regular
equations or a 2D system with degenerate oordinates
and singular equations.
In an attempt to ombine the best of both worlds, Al-
ubierre et al. [1℄ proposed what they alled the artoon
method. This sheme was designed to borrow from the
singularity-free nature of full 3D Cartesian oordinates
x, y, z and to allow the treatment of axisymmetri prob-
lems without the memory onstraints of a full 3D prob-
lem. The method uses the Killing transport equation
along the orbits to nd the eld values on the grid points
of a Cartesian grid from its values on the hypersurfae
y = 0. These values are obtained by interpolation from
the grid points lying in that hypersurfae. For a seond
order method one needs to keep only three hypersurfaes
y = const in memory so that the problem sales quadrat-
ially with the number of points and not ubially.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In setion II we
disuss the artoon method in more detail. In order to
have a spei problem at hand we apply it to the ax-
isymmetri linear wave equation in setion III. We write
this equation as a rst order symmetri hyperboli sys-
tem. The reason for this apparent ompliation is that
we have implemented this method for the axisymmetri
onformal eld equations whih are a symmetri hyper-
boli system and beause the linear wave equation served
as a model equation to test various implementations [2℄.
It turns out that the ruial ingredient to the method
is the interpolation and we disuss various possibilities.
Furthermore, we show that there is no real dierene be-
2tween the artoon method using Cartesian oordinates
and the formulation in adapted oordinates so that the
issues whih are relevant for the former apply to the latter
as well. In setion IV we analyse the stability properties
of the artoon method with dierent interpolation pro-
edures as well as other possible disretizations when the
method of lines is used for time evolution. We end with
a brief disussion of the results.
II. THE CARTOON METHOD
In this setion we present the artoon method in more
detail. We onsider a 3-dimensional Eulidean spae E3
with Cartesian oordinates x = (x, y, z) on whih we de-
ne the ation of the irle group SO(2) = G
G =
{
g =
(
a −b
b a
) | a2 + b2 = 1}
in the usual way by
Φ :
(
G, E3)→ E3,
(g,x) 7→ Φ(g,x) = (ax − by, bx+ ay, z) = g · x.
(1)
The innitesimal generator of this ation is the vetor
eld ξ = x∂y−y∂x whih vanishes on the axis x = y = 0,
the set of xed points for the ation. The ation Φ is the
prototype for any axisymmetri system in the neighbour-
hood of the axis in the sense that for any of these systems
one an nd loal oordinates in whih the ation takes
the above form [3, 4℄. Therefore, we will fous here on
at spae beause we are mainly interested in the loal
properties in a neighbourhood of the axis. Curvature will
not play an essential role.
Introduing adapted ylindrial oordinates (r, φ, z)
the oordinate expression for the ation is
((
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
, (r, φ, z)
) 7→ (r, φ+ θ, z)
and the Killing vetor is given by
ξ = ∂φ.
These oordinates are singular on the axis whih an be
seen e.g., from the fat that the Jaobi matrix of the
transformation between ylindrial and Cartesian oor-
dinates has vanishing determinant there.
A tensor eld T in E3 is axisymmetri if for any g ∈ G
it satises the ondition
Φ∗gT = T (2)
where Φ∗g denotes the pull-bak with Φg : E3 → E3,x 7→
g · x. This ondition expresses the invariane of T with
respet to the ation of SO(2). The innitesimal version
of this ondition is the equation of Killing transport
LξT = 0. (3)
Suppose we want to solve a quasi-linear system of PDEs
of the form
T˙ = F (∂aT, T, t,x) (4)
where T is some given time dependent axisymmetri ten-
sor eld on E3. Here, ∂a denotes ovariant dierentiation.
The usual way to treat this system is to express it in
terms of the adapted oordinates and to use the invari-
ane ondition (3) whih asserts, that the omponents
of T in the basis of adapted oordinates do not depend
on φ. Thus, the essential oordinates are r and z and
the problem is redued to a 2-dimensional one. However,
from the form of the ovariant derivative operator, i.e.,
the Christoel symbols of the metri expressed in ylin-
drial oordinates it is lear, that the equation will, in
general, ontain singular terms.
A dierent proedure is to employ any oordinate sys-
tem whih is regular in a neighbourhood of the axis
and then to make expliit use of the invariane ondi-
tion (2) or its innitesimal version (3) [5℄. So we may
hoose Cartesian oordinates with the axis at x = y = 0.
Let T be an arbitrary axisymmetri tensor eld on E3.
From the invariane ondition (2) we an nd its val-
ues at any point in E3 from its values on the half-plane
H = {y = 0, x ≥ 0}. To illustrate this let us rst assume
that T is a salar eld. From the invariane ondition we
have
T (x) = T (g · x)
for any rotation matrix g and eah point x = (x, y, z).
Thus, in partiular, hoosing
g =


x√
x2+y2
y√
x2+y2
−y√
x2+y2
x√
x2+y2


for x 6= 0, y 6= 0 we have Φg(x) = (r, 0, z) with r =√
x2 + y2 so that
T (x) = T (r, 0, z). (5)
Similarly, if T = T1 dx + T2 dy + T3 dz is a 1-form, we
have
Φ∗gT (x) = T1(g · x) d(Φ∗gx) + T2(g · x) d(Φ∗gy) + T3(g · x) d(Φ∗gz).
Inserting the expliit form of the matrix g yields
3Φ∗gT (x) = T1(g · x) (a dx− b dy) + T2(g · x) (b dx+ a dy) + T3(g · x) dz
=
(
aT1(g · x) + bT2(g · x)
)
dx+
(
aT2(g · x)− bT1(g · x)
)
dy + T3(g · x) dz
so that, in this ase, the invariane ondition implies the
three equations
T1(x) = aT1(g · x) + bT2(g · x),
T2(x) = −bT1(g · x) + aT2(g · x),
T3(x) = T3(g · x).
Choosing, as before, a = x/
√
x2 + y2 and b =
−y/
√
x2 + y2, we get the relations
T1(x) =
1
r
(xT1(r, 0, z)− y T2(r, 0, z)) ,
T2(x) =
1
r
(y T1(r, 0, z) + xT2(r, 0, z)) , (6)
T3(x) = T3(r, 0, z).
Similar relations hold for tensor elds with dierent type.
This shows that we an get information about the values
at all points outside the axis from values at the points on
H exept for the axis. On the axis these relations imply
regularity onditions for the tensor elds. E.g., in the
ase of a 1-form above we get T1(0, 0, z) = T2(0, 0, z) =
0 whih follows by taking limits from various diretions
towards the axis points.
How are we to use this analytial bakground in numer-
ial appliations? Following [1℄ we over the half-plane
H by a regular Cartesian grid
xi = i∆x, zk = k∆z, with i, k ∈ Z, i ≥ 0
whih we think of as being a part of a full 3D artesian
grid with points given by xi, yj , zk with y0 = 0. Eah
omponent of a tensor eld T yields a grid funtion Tijk.
The axisymmetry implies that we should be able to de-
termine the funtions Tijk from their values on H alone.
In order to treat equations like (4) above one needs
to ompute approximations to the spatial derivatives of
the omponents. This is straightforward in the ase of
x- and z-derivatives. However, for the y-derivatives we
need to nd the values of the grid funtions at points
outside H. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. It shows
the view from the positive z-axis down onto the (x, y)-
plane. The blak dots indiate grid points inH, the point
on the left with the ross being the axis. The open irles
indiate points outside H with y = ±∆y. The values of
the elds at these points have to be omputed from the
invariane equation (2). Following the orbits through
these outside points one an onnet them with points
in H, indiated by the open squares, and one an nd
the values at the outside points from the values at these
H x
y
FIG. 1: Illustration of the method (see text)
points on H. Thus, e.g., applying (5) in this situation we
obtain for a salar
T (xi,±∆y, zk) = T (
√
x2i +∆y
2, 0, zk),
while the orresponding transformation for a 1-form fol-
lows from (6). Note, that the squares are on H but they
are not, in general, grid points. Thus, having redued
the problem to H the remaining question is how to de-
termine the values at these points. The natural hoie is
to use some form of interpolation as it is also suggested
in [1℄. However, it is not lear what kind of interpolation
should be used and it is the purpose of this work to point
out that not all interpolation shemes perform well.
III. THE AXISYMMETRIC WAVE EQUATION
To have a onrete example at hand we will fous
now on the axisymmetri salar wave equation in at
spae. It is lear from the onsiderations above that the
z-dependene is irrelevant for this analysis. Therefore,
we simplify even further by assuming that the eld is in
fat axisymmetri and z-independent. Then the equation
is
φ¨ = φxx + φyy
where φ = φ(t, x, y) is axisymmetri. Introduing the
1-form dφ = u dt + v dx + w dy we an derive from this
equation a symmetri hyperboli rst order system
u˙ = vx + wy, (7)
v˙ = ux, (8)
w˙ = uy (9)
with the onstraint vy − wx = 0. The funtion φ an be
reovered from a solution of this system by either evolv-
ing φ˙ = u or by solving ∆φ = vx + wy at eah time
4step. Sine φ(t, x, y) = φ(t,
√
x2 + y2, 0) = φ(t,±x,±y)
we have, in partiular, w(t, x, 0) = 0 and v(t, 0, 0) = 0.
Furthermore, taking derivatives we obtain uy(t, x, 0) = 0
and vy(t, x, 0) = 0. Hene, we an forget about (9) and
the onstraint, beause these equations are identially
satised on H. So we are left with the system
u˙ = vx + wy, (10)
v˙ = ux. (11)
Before we go into the more numerial details it is worth-
while to write down the system in adapted (i.e., ylindri-
al) oordinates (r, φ, z)
u˙ = vr +
v
r
, v˙ = ur, (12)
whih follows by expressing the Laplae operator in these
oordinates, using the independene of z and φ and then
introduing the rst derivatives as new dependent vari-
ables.
We solve these equations numerially by applying the
method of lines, i.e., we disretize the spatial derivatives
to obtain a system of ODEs. This an then be solved with
standard ODE solvers. We put the equations on a grid
as indiated above. Now H is in eet a 1-dimensional
grid with points xi = i∆x and we have grid funtions
ui(t) = u(t, i∆x, 0), vi(t) = v(t, i∆x, 0). Aording to
the idea of the artoon method we ompute the term wy,
whih of ourse does not vanish on H, by following the
orbits. From the transformation law (6) for a 1-form we
get
w(t, x, y) =
y√
x2 + y2
v(t,
√
x2 + y2, 0). (13)
The disretization of the term wy using entered dier-
enes to get a seond order aurate approximation yields
wy(t, xi, 0) =
w(t, xi,∆y)− w(t, xi,−∆y)
2∆y
=
v∗
x∗
,
where x∗ =
√
x2i +∆y
2
and v∗ = v(t, x∗, 0). This, then,
yields the nal system obtained by appliation of the ar-
toon method
u˙ = vx +
v∗
x∗
, v˙ = ux. (14)
It is instrutive to ompare this system with the sys-
tem (12) obtained in adapted oordinates. Expanding in
powers of ∆y we get
v∗
x∗
=
v(x∗)√
x2i +∆y
2
=
vi
xi
+
1
2
(
∂v
∂x
(xi)− vi
xi
)
∆y2
x2i
+O(∆y4).
Hene, up to the auray ∆y2 for whih the derivation
of (14) is valid, the two systems agree.
One an, in fat, say even more. The innitesimal
invariane ondition (3) or, equivalently, taking the y-
derivative of (13) and evaluating at y = 0 yields
wy(t, x, 0) =
v(t, x, 0)
x
for all x > 0. Hene, whenever we use the artoon
method to approximate wy to a ertain order in the grid
spaing∆y we approximate v/x to the same order. Thus,
there is no dierene in that order of auray between
the systems (14) and (12). And, therefore, the disus-
sions in the following setion apply to both.
IV. NUMERICAL ISSUES
In this setion we disuss the stability properties of
various implementations of the systems (12) and (14).
In the spirit of what was said in the previous setion
we regard the term
v∗
x∗
as an approximation to
v
x whih
is not neessarily loated on a grid point. Then, the
main question is how to approximate this term onH. We
implement several possibilities and look at their stability
properties.
In order to have a well dened problem we have to
worry about boundary onditions at the origin x = 0
and at an outer boundary whih we put at x = 1. The
onditions at the origin follow from the transformation
properties of the elds under the symmetry. They are
v(t,−x, 0) = −v(t, x, 0)→ v(t, 0, 0) = 0, (15)
u(t,−x, 0) = u(t, x, 0)→ ∂u
∂x
(t, 0, 0) = 0. (16)
The fat, that x = 0 is the xed point of the symmetry is
reeted in the simultaneous vanishing of v and x. This
also implies that at the origin we have
v
x = vx so that at
x = 0 the time evolution of u0 = u(t, 0, 0) is given by the
equation u˙0 = 2vx(t, 0, 0).
Sine we are interested in the properties of the sheme
in the interior we implement some sort of periodi bound-
ary onditions. Sine we want to avoid a seond origin
at x = 1 we imagine that our wave equation lives on a
2-sphere and is symmetri under rotations of the sphere
around its poles. Now we impose the ondition that it
be also symmetri under reetion aross the equator.
This disrete symmetry allows us to onsider the equa-
tion only along a meridian from the north pole down to
the equator. The symmetry implies onditions for the
elds at the equator whih we put at x = 1:
v(t, 1− x, 0) = −v(t, 1 + x, 0)→ v(t, 1, 0) = 0, (17)
u(t, 1− x, 0) = u(t, 1 + x, 0)→ ∂u
∂x
(t, 1, 0) = 0. (18)
In the ontext of the method of lines we write down a
system of ODEs for the grid funtions vi and ui. This
will be a linear system of the form f˙ = Af and we an
nd its stability properties by looking at the spetrum of
the matrix A whih we determine numerially.
With these preparations out of the way we an now
write down the rst of our disretizations for the sys-
tem (12). This is the rst one whih omes to mind,
5namely
u˙0 =
2v1
h
,
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
vi
ih
,
u˙N = −vN−1
h
v˙0 = 0,
v˙i =
ui+1 − ui−1
2h
v˙N = 0.
(19)
Here we have hosen h = 1/N where N+1 is the number
of grid points so that xi = ih. The matrix A whih
orresponds to this disretization has dimensions 2(N +
1)× 2(N + 1) and the form
A =
1
h
(
0 C
D 0
)
where C is the matrix
C =


0 2 0 · · ·
− 1
2
1 1
2
− 1
2
1
2
1
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
− 1
2
1
N−1
1
2
· · · 0 −1 0


and D is
D =


0 0 · · · 0 0
− 1
2
0 1
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
− 1
2
0 1
2
0 0 · · · 0 0


.
This system of ODEs is solved by a standard ODE solver,
suh as a Runge-Kutta sheme or a multistep sheme
like the Adams-Bashforth shemes. We also onsider the
`iterated Crank-Niholson' (ICN) sheme whih has be-
ome popular among numerial relativists (see [6℄ for an
analysis of this sheme). Relevant for deiding about
the stability of a dierene approximation for ODEs is
the region of absolute stability (see e.g. [7, 8℄). This is
a losed set Ω in the omplex plane whih onsists of
those z = λ∆t ∈ C for whih the method applied to the
equation u˙ = λu with step size ∆t produes bounded
approximations. The stability regions for the shemes
mentioned above are shown in appendix A and the sta-
bility region(s) for ICN is determined in appendix B.
Thus, in the ontext of the method of lines, the sta-
bility onditions an be obtained by determining the
eigenvalues of the disretization matrix A and heking
whether it is possible to sale it so that it ts entirely into
the stability region of the ODE solver. The sale fator
determines the maximal admissible time step. Stritly
speaking, this onsideration applies only to the linear
ase. For non-linear equations this hek should be un-
derstood as a `rule of thumb' [9℄.
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FIG. 2: Spetrum of the `straightforward' disretisation,
sheme 2a
The spetrum σN (hA) of hA is shown for N = 100
in Fig. 2. We point out some of its properties whih are
valid for all other disretizations below as well. The spe-
trum is symmetri with respet to reetions about the
real axis as well as about the imaginary axis. While the
former symmetry is due to the reality of the equation,
the latter is a onsequene of the fat that the underly-
ing equation is a seond order wave equation whih has
in- and outgoing modes. Furthermore, the spetrum is
onentrated mostly on the imaginary axis with a few
`outliers'. It an be seen that the eigenvalues with the
largest, in absolute value, real part remain unhanged
when we hange N whih implies that the spetral ra-
dius of A is proportional to N .
An interesting feature of the spetrum are the two
`handles' whih are loated near ±i. These, and the out-
liers are due to the v/x term in the equation and, depend-
ing on the partiular disretization sheme, they may or
may not be present as we will see below. Sine the eigen-
values of the orresponding ontinuous system are given
by ±iλk, where λk is the k-th zero of the Bessel funtion
j1, all the eigenvalues with nonvanishing real part are
spurious, i.e., they do not have an analogue in the on-
tinuous problem. Thus, the orresponding eigenvetors
are parasiti modes beause they do not approximate a
regular mode.
When ombined with a time integrator this spetrum
and the stability region of the integrator deide about the
stability of the overall sheme. The stability regions of
some ODE solvers are skethed in appendies A and B.
Some of these inlude an interval on the imaginary axis
while others inlude only the origin. All the stability re-
gions extend further into the left half plane than into the
right. This implies that if a spetrum ontains points
in the right plane (i.e., modes with positive real part)
then these modes tend to either unneessarily diminish
the time step beause they have to be saled into the
stability region (if the stability region of ODE solver ex-
tends into the right half plane int he rst plae) or else
6they reate instabilities.
Another possibility to overome instabilities is the ad-
dition of numerial dissipation. This has the eet that
the spetrum of A is shifted towards the left. However,
the presene of the handles and of the outliers implies
that the amount of dissipation neessary for stabilising
the sheme is rather high ompared to ases where the
spetrum is loated entirely on the imaginary axis. This
means that the evolution annot be followed aurately
beause ultimately the waves will be damped out. Thus,
the appearane of handles and outliers seems to leave
us with the hoie between the Sylla of instability and
Charybdis of inauray. Therefore, we take the appear-
ane of these modes as a sign for an inadequate sheme.
The disretizations whih we have looked at an be
divided into three groups. Disretizations of the sys-
tem (14) obtained from the artoon method of omputing
the transversal derivatives, 2nd order disretizations of
the system (12) and three somewhat non-standard dis-
retizations of that system. In the list given below we
only show the formula for the inner points of the grid.
The values at the boundary points are obtained by us-
ing the appropriate symmetry onditions. Furthermore,
we omit the equation for v˙i in those ases where its dis-
retization is the same as for the derivative term in the
u˙i equation.
1. Using the artoon approximation we disretize the
system (14) to seond order in h. The derivatives
are taken to be entered in all the three dierent
shemes, while we use dierent interpolations for
the term
v∗
x∗
.
(a) Two point interpolation (see Fig. 3):
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
(xi+1 − x∗)vi + (x∗ − xi)vi+1
hx∗
.
(b) Three point interpolation (see Fig. 3):
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
1∑
j=−1
pi+j(x∗)vi+j ,
where pi−1(x) = (x − xi)(x − xi+1)/2h2,
pi(x) = −(x − xi+1)(x − xi−1)/h2 and
pi+1(x) = (x − xi)(x− xi−1)/2h2.
() Centered two point interpolation (see Fig. 4):
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
(xi+1 − x∗)vi−1 + (x∗ − xi−1)vi+1
2hx∗
.
It is obvious that the interpolation in shemes 1a
and 1b is not useful beause of the appearane of
the handles and the outliers. This suggests that
for higher order Lagrange interpolation one has to
expet the same kind of behaviour. In fat, in our
studies related to [2℄ we nd that e.g. 5th order La-
grange interpolation is as unstable as interpolation
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FIG. 3: Two (dots) and three (irles) point interpolation of
the artoon method, shemes 1a, 1b
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FIG. 4: Centered two point interpolation for the artoon
method, sheme 1c
using Chebyshev polynomials. However, the fat
that sheme 1c yields a purely imaginary spetrum
(up to round-o error) suggests that the use of the
entered interpolation is advantageous. In view of
the fat that the artoon method provides an ap-
proximation of the 1/x term in (12) we now look
at this system diretly.
2. Three seond order disretizations of the sys-
tem (12).
(a) The sheme disussed already above (see
Fig. 2)
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
vi
ih
.
(b) A entered approximation for the numerator
of the seond term (see Fig. 5)
u˙i =
vi+1 − vi−1
2h
+
vi+1 + vi−1
2ih
.
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FIG. 5: Sheme 2b
() A staggered grid disretization based on the
variables ui = u(t, ih), vi+1/2 = v(t, ih+ h/2)
(see Fig. 6)
u˙i =
vi+1/2 − vi−1/2
h
+
vi+1/2 + vi−1/2
2ih
, v˙i+1/2 =
ui+1 − ui
h
.
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FIG. 6: Sheme 2c
Again, we nd that disretizing in a entered and
ompatible way yields a purely imaginary spetrum
(again up to round-o error). The staggering in
sheme 2c is suggested by the struture of the equa-
tions whih is ultimately related to the meaning of
the variables. While u is a time derivative loated
at the grid points v is a spatial derivative whih
should be loated between the grid points.
3. The nal three disretization shemes of (12) are
somewhat dierent from the ones above:
(a) This sheme takes the idea of entering to
fourth order and again yields a purely imagi-
nary spetrum (see Fig. 7)
u˙i =
vi−2 − 8vi−1 + 8vi+1 − vi+2
12h
+
−vi−2 + 4vi−1 + 4vi+1 − vi+2
6ih
.
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FIG. 7: A fourth order entered sheme, 3a
(b) The next sheme makes use of further infor-
mation oming from the theory of group a-
tions. While the radial oordinate r is not
a smooth oordinate on the orbit spae its
square is smooth. Hene, it seems natural to
express the variables as funtions of the o-
ordinate x = r2. Then the minor redenition
u˜(x) = 2u(r) and v˜(x) = rv(r) of the variables
yields the (regular) system
∂tu˜ = ∂xv˜, ∂tv˜ = x∂xu˜,
whih is disretized in the standard way (see
Fig. 8)
˙˜ui =
v˜i+1 − v˜i−1
2h
, ˙˜vi =
i
2
(u˜i+1 − u˜i−1).
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FIG. 8: Standard disretization for redened system
8() The same system disretized using a staggered
grid (see Fig. 9)
˙˜ui =
v˜i+1/2 − v˜i−1/2
h
, ˙˜vi+1/2 = (i + 1/2)(u˜i − u˜i−1).
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FIG. 9: Staggered disretization for redened system
V. CONCLUSION
We disussed in this work several shemes for treating
axisymmetri systems whih are diult to handle nu-
merially due to the degenary of adapted oordinates
and hene the formal singularity of the ensuing equa-
tions. We applied various shemes to the axisymmetri
wave equation written as a symmetri hyperboli sys-
tem for the derivatives and determined the spetrum of
the ensuing matries. As a onsequene of the shape
of the stability regions of ommon ODE solvers we take
the appearane of handles and outliers desribed in se-
tion IV as an indiation for a `bad' disretization sheme.
These eigenvalues orrespond to grid modes whih, when
evolved with a standard ODE solver, will lead to insta-
bilities. In order to avoid them one needs to be areful
in disretizing the equations beause the derivative term
and the 1/x term must be treated in a ompatible way.
This is due to their ommon geometri origin. In the
general ase, where tensors of higher rank are involved
dierent terms may have to be ombined. Exatly whih
terms these are is indiated by the behaviour of the ten-
sor omponents under the symmetry transformation.
One partiular method we disussed is the artoon
method. It turns out that this method is not really dif-
ferent from a diret implementation of the axisymmetry
in terms of the adapted oordinates. Here the problem is
to make the interpolation ompatible with the disretiza-
tion in the y = 0 half plane so that parasiti modes are
exluded. However, the advantage in using the artoon
method is that it admits a quik and easy extension of
a 2D axisymmetri ode to a full 3D ode beause the
underlying grid struture and the equations need not be
hanged.
Clearly, this investigation annot deliver the ultimate
solution to the problem. It should be regarded as pro-
viding a guide to eliminate `bad' disretizations and sug-
gesting possible `good' ones. For instane, we have im-
plemented the shemes 1c and 3a in our axisymmetri
ode [2℄ for solving the onformal eld equations. While
these shemes perform well for the axisymmetri wave
equation they still tend to produe slowly growing insta-
bilities in the ase of the quasilinear onformal eld equa-
tions. This behaviour might be related to the fat that in
most ases the real parts of the eigenvalues vanish only
up to round-o error and that these small real parts start
to grow due to non-linear interations. It would be use-
ful to have a sheme in whih the spetrum is exatly on
the imaginary axis and whose only non-vanishing eigen-
values are the physial ones. However, suh a sheme is
probably impossible to nd.
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APPENDIX A: STABILITY REGIONS
We illustrate the proedure for determining the stabil-
ity region of a partiular time evolution sheme for an
expliit Runge-Kutta sheme. Let u˙ = f(t, u) be the
(system of) ODE(s) whih we intend to solve. An ex-
pliit Runge-Kutta sheme with s `stages' to ompute an
approximation u1 of u(t0 + h) is formulated as follows:
k1 = f(t0, u0),
k2 = f(t0 + c2h, u0 + ha21k1),
k3 = f(t0 + c3h, u0 + ha31k1 + ha32k2),
· · ·
ks = f(t0 + csh, u0 + has1k1 + has2k2 + · · ·+ hass−1ks−1),
u1 = u0 + h(b1k1 + · · ·+ bsks).
The partiular sheme is haraterized entirely by the o-
eients aik, bi and ck whih are onveniently presented
as a tableau
0
c2 a21
c3 a31 a32
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
cs as1 as2 · · · ass−1
b1 b2 · · · bs−1 bs
The method is said to be of p-th order if for suiently
smooth f the ondition
||u1 − u(t0 + h)|| ≤ Chp+1
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FIG. 10: Stability regions for expliit Runge-Kutta shemes
with p = s
holds.
To get to the stability region one applies the sheme
to the spei model equation u˙ = λu where λ ∈ C is
arbitrary. Going through the proedure above it is lear
that the nal result is of the form
u1 = P (λh)u0
where P (z) is a polynomial of degree s, the so alled sta-
bility funtion of the method. Sine ||u1|| = |P (λh)| ||u0||
we nd that the method will produe bounded approxi-
mations if and only if |P (λh)| ≤ 1. This motivates the
denition of the stability region as the set
Ω = {z ∈ C
∣∣ |P (z)| ≤ 1}.
In ase of an impliit sheme the stability funtion,
obtained in the same way by applying the sheme to
the model equation, is not a polynomial but a ratio-
nal funtion. In a similar way, the stability regions of
linear multistep shemes are obtained. Here, the sim-
plest one is the leapfrog sheme whih updates un+1 from
the values on the previous time levels un and un−1 as
un+1 = un−1 + 2hf(t0 + nh, un). It is easy to see that
the stability region for the leapfrog sheme is the part of
the imaginary axis between −i and i.
The stability regions for expliit Runge-Kutta shemes
of order p = s for s = 1, 2, 3, 4 are shown in Fig. 10. The
stability regions for the seond and third order Adams-
Bashforth methods are shown in Fig. 11 as an example for
stability regions of multistep methods. For the stability
regions of other multistep shemes we refer to [10, 11℄.
Qualitatively, these regions extend into the left half plane
of the omplex plane inluding possibly some part of the
imaginary axis. For higher order methods the stability
region may even extend into the right half plane.
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FIG. 11: Stability regions for seond (thin line) and third
(thik line) order Adams-Bashforth methods
APPENDIX B: THE ICN TIME EVOLUTION
SCHEME
The ICN sheme was desribed in [6℄ in appliation to
a one-dimensional advetion equation. Viewing the ICN
sheme as a time stepper to solve systems of ODEs u˙ =
f(t, u) one an dedue from this desription the following
algorithm to ompute u1 ≈ u(t0 + h)
k1 = f(t0, u0),
k2 = f(t0 +
1
2
h, u0 +
1
2
hk1),
k3 = f(t0 +
1
2
h, u0 +
1
2
hk2),
· · ·
ks = f(t0 +
1
2
h, u0 +
1
2
hks−1),
u1 = u0 + hks.
Cleary, this is an expliit Runge-Kutta sheme with the
tableau
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
0 1
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
2
0 0 · · · 1
2
0 0 · · · 0 1.
Note, that k iterations orrespond to s = k + 1 stages
of the orresponding Runge-Kutta sheme. Appliation
of this sheme to the model equation u˙ = λu yields the
stability funtion
Ps(z) = 1 + z
s−1∑
k=0
(z
2
)k
= 1 + z +
z2
2
+
z3
4
s−3∑
k=0
(z
2
)k
.
The fat that the rst three terms agree with the Taylor
expansion of exp(z), the stability funtion of the exat
time evolution, shows that this sheme is seond order
aurate [7℄. The stability regions are obtained as the
level set {Ps(z)Ps(z¯) = 1}. The regions for some values
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FIG. 12: The stability regions for ICN(s) for s = 1, 2, s = 3, 4, s = 5, 6 and s = 7, 8
of s are shown in Fig. 12. We see that the imaginary
axis intersets the stability regions for s = 3, 4, 7, 8, . . .
in a nite interval while for the other values they have
only the origin in ommon with the imaginary axis. To
explain this somewhat unexpeted result we look at the
behaviour of the modulus of the stability funtion on the
imaginary axis in a neighbourhood of the origin. Writing
Ps(z) = 1 + z
s−1∑
k=0
(z
2
)k
= 1 + z
1− ( z
2
)s
1− z
2
and inserting z = iy into Q(z) = Ps(z)Ps(z¯) we nd
Q(iy) = 1 + 2
−(iy/2)s+1(1 + (−1)s+1) + (iy/2)s+2(1 + (−1)s) + 2(y/2)2s+2
1 + (y/2)2
.
This shows that for all s > 1
Q(iy) =


1−
(
i
2
)s
ys+2 + · · · s even
1 +
(
i
2
)s+1
ys+1 + · · · s odd.
The behaviour of the stability regions is determined by
the oeient of the lowest order term. These lead to the
sequene 1, 1/4, −1/4, −1/16, 1/16, . . . for s = 1, 2, . . . .
The negative oeients imply a derease of Q(iy) along
the imaginary axis lose to y = 0 and hene they orre-
spond to the ases where the stability region ontains a
part of the imaginary axis. The other ases, when the
oeient of the dominating term is positive, are those
when the stability region just touhes the imaginary axis
at the origin. In these ases, systems with eigenvalues on
or to the right of the imaginary axis suh as in parti-
ular the advetion equation and other hyperboli equa-
tions annot be stably evolved with ICN. Thus, we ome
to the same onlusion as in [6℄, namely that ICN(k)
for k = 2, 3, 6, 7, . . . is unstable for hyperboli equations.
Furthermore, sine the method is always seond order a-
urate regardless of how many iterations are performed,
there is no use in performing more than two. In fat, in
most pratial ases it is probably more eient to use a
higher order Runge-Kutta method instead.
Another interesting aspet of the ICN sheme is its
relationship with the Crank-Niholson method. This is
a seond order aurate, impliit time stepping sheme
whose stability funtion is given by
P (z) =
1 + z/2
1− z/2
and whose stability region is the entire left plane. Tak-
ing the limit of Ps(z) for s → ∞ we nd that in fat
Ps(z) → P (z). However, absolute onvergene holds
only in the irle |z| < 2. This has the following im-
pliation: iterating the ICN sheme until onvergene
to produe approximations to the exat Crank-Niholson
method works only within that irle. Thus, this sheme
(whih might be termed `the full ICN sheme') also has
a stability barrier and hene a limitation of the time step
in ontrast to the exat CN sheme whih is unondition-
ally stable. Thus, we onlude that the ICN sheme is
not an eient alternative to higher order Runge-Kutta
or impliit shemes like CN.
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